
CIS2360 PRACTICAL
Week 10

Questions
1. Implement the blog Rails application from this week’s lectures.

2. In the lectures, we didn’t get time to implement any unit tests for this application. Write 
as many relevant unit tests as you think are needed.

Sample In-Class Test Questions
3. What Rails file types would be created via the command:

script/generate scaffold order number:integer delivery:text taken_at:datetime

Choose all answers that you think are applicable.

a. views

b. controllers

c. models

d. database migrations

4. What does the following unit test do? 
def test “ICT question”
  Paper.find(:all).each do |paper| 
    assert(paper.questions.count > 0) 
  end
end

Choose the most appropriate answer.

a. the test fails to run because count is not a valid method

b. questions must have a non-zero mark

c. papers must have at least one question

d. questions need to be counted for each paper

5. What is a primary key? Pick the most appropriate answer.

a. the most important column in a table

b. an integer valued column
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c. a column with a unique integer value

d. a distinguished column that uniquely identifies each table row

6. Here is a class diagram:

what type of relationship is being described between the products and categories ta-
bles here? Pick the answer you think is most appropriate.

a. a many-to-many relationship

b. a pair of one-to-many relationships

c. no relationship is described between these 3 tables

d. a pair of one-to-one relationships

7. What does the following validation do? 

validates_inclusion_in :feed, :in => [‘sheep’, ‘pig’, ‘chicken’, ‘cattle’]

Pick the answer you think is most appropriate.

a. ensures that :feed has the value sheep, pig, chicken or cattle

b. ensures that :feed does not have the value sheep, pig, chicken nor cattle

c. ensures that sheep, pigs, chickens and cows get fed

d.  validates_inclusion_in is not a valid validation statement
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